INTRODUCTION
The studies on exotic states beyond the quark model are helpful to understand the non-perturbative QCD. The observed XY Z and P c states are explained by too many theoretical models, such as tetra-or penta-quarks, molecules, threshold or cusp effects, and so on [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Even in each model, the calculating results would vary significantly due to the large ambiguities of the constituent quark or diquark masses and the effective couplings. It is then crucial to find a particle to discriminate them.
All the observed exotic states are measured via strong decays. In another word, they are all above some thresholds. If a particle was observed via its weak decays with a mass deeply below the threshold, it would be a signature of compact tetraquark state.
Two recent works [6, 7] find a stable bbūd tetraquark, implied by the recent discovery of the first double-charm baryon Ξ ++ cc (ccu) at LHCb [8] . The mass of doubly bottom tetraquark state is predicted to be around 100 MeV below the B − B 0 γ threshold, leading to its decay only via the weak interaction. It was a good opportunity to be searched for and establish the existence of tetraquarks. But unfortunately, it is impossible observed due to the lower probability of production with two bottom quarks and the small branching fractions with both b-quark decays.
Another interesting candidate of exotic state is X(5568) which was found in the final state B 0 s π ± by the D0 collaboration [9] , as a first candidate with four different quark flavors, bdūs or buds and their chargeconjugated ones. But subsequently this result was not confirmed by LHCb [10] and CMS [11] . To demonstrate its existence or not, it needs more other measurements.
In this work, we propose to study a particle with the quark component of bsūd which is different from X(5568) by the changing of the strange antiquark to be a quark. For simplicity, we will denote this particle as T − bs = bsūd.
Its advantage is the BK threshold, 270 MeV higher than the B s π threshold of X(5568). Under the flavor SU (3) symmetry, T − bs is a partner of X(5568), with their masses close to each other. If X(5568) does exist, T − bs must be stable and decay via weak interaction. Even if X(5568) does not exist, there is still large mass region for T − bs below threshold and being stable, since the BK threshold is 200 MeV higher than the mass of X(5568).
Searching for T − bs through its weak decays, if it exists below threshold, has abundant of advantages. The production is not a problem because of only one heavy quark involved. Its lifetime is approximately the same as the ones of B mesons and B baryons, long enough for experimental searches at hadron colliders to reject background from the primary vertex. Besides, the most favorable decay mode is J/ΨK − K − π + , which can be well studied involving a J/Ψ. Compared to the current data on B − → J/ΨK − at LHCb, we find there are still hundreds of events of T − bs → J/ΨK − K − π + with almost no background, which can be definitely observed as long as it exists there. Observation of T − bs via its weak decay would signal the tetraquark structure. Therefore, T − bs is a promising detectable tetraquark state.
Even if no signal was found in the above weak decay mode, the result would also be important, because it would provide constraint on the lower limit of the mass of the bsūd tetraquark which should be larger than the BK threshold. This could exclude some parameter space of theoretical models. If T − bs , the lowest-lying bsūd state, exists above threshold, it strongly decays into B 0 K − in which the charged kaon suppresses the background by one order of magnitude compared to the pions in B 0 s π ± . T − bs is searched through weak decay mode at the mass region below threshold. In the region above threshold, the scanning of the B 0 K − invariant mass should be extended up to 6200 MeV or 6300 MeV, for example, due to the large uncertainties of theoretical predictions.
In the following of this Letter, we will discuss the details on the production and decays of the bsūd state in arXiv:1709.02571v1 [hep-ph] 8 Sep 2017 both cases of above and below threshold. Its mass is predicted in two models, but with the results in discrepancy showing the large ambiguity in theory. The searching for the bsūd state in experiments with or without signals would be helpful for theoretical studies. The charmed partner, csūd, has similar features. In the end, it is a summary.
PRODUCTION AND DECAY OF bsūd
The promising observation of the bsūd tetraquark state is mostly about its production and decay. The production and decay of the bsūd state is compared with those of B − → J/ΨK − , to estimate the signal yields in experiments for its search. In [12] , it was reported that more than 3 × 10 5 events of B ± → J/ΨK ± were collected for the 7 and 8 TeV data sample at LHCb. Several times more signal yields can be expected at the LHCb RUN 2.
The relative probabilities of productions of bottom hadrons are naively expected as [1, 13] . The productions of a strange quark and theūd anti-quark pair in T − bs would be suppressed compared to B + by factors of λ and λ/2, respectively. Besides, the bq diquark suffers another suppression by a factor of λ/2, by analogy with the color connections of the baryon bq-q and the meson b-q in the string fragmentation model [13] . Therefore, the production ratio of T − bs /B − can be expected to be
The probability of the production of T − bs is three orders smaller than that of B − . For the decay of bsūd tetraquark, it has to be consider in two cases: the mass above and below the BK threshold, corresponding to strong and weak decays, respectively. Due to the higher mass of bsūd , we will only mention the LHC detectors if we discuss some experimental searches, since Belle (II) may not produce this particle.
Below threshold
If the bsūd tetraquark state exists below the BK threshold, i.e., m T − bs < 5773 MeV, it is a stable state and can only decay weakly. In this case, the lifetime of T − bs can be easily estimated to be around 1.5 ps. In T − bs , there is only one heavy quark, the bottom quark, and all the other quarks are light. Therefore, its lifetime is dominated by b quark decays. In the heavy quark limit, the lifetimes of all the charmless b-flavored hadrons are equal,
The non-spectator effect from the s quark is similar to those of Ξ 
Since the production of T In a few words, bsūd must be observed as long as it is below threshold. Hundreds of events are enough for the observation of a stable particle with a lifetime of picoseconds. Besides, if the observed mass is much lower than the threshold, it would signal a matter of tetraquark. If no significant signal is found with the full RUN2 data, it can be concluded that the ground state of T − bs is above threshold. The constraint on the lower mass of tetraquark states could be involved in a systematically analysis considering more particles in a global fit [14] . 
Above threshold
If the bsūd tetraquark state exists above the BK threshold, i.e., m T − bs > 5773 MeV, it strongly decays into
An isosinglet scalar meson decays into two iso-doublet pseudoscalar. In this work we will discuss more about the former mode since the neutral kaon in the latter lowers down the detection efficiency. The B 0 mesons can be reconstructed by J/ΨK − π + . A searching via strong decays suffers higher backgrounds at the primary vertex, compared to a weak decay. But the decaying final state of T − bs involves a charged kaon, which could significantly suppress the backgrounds compared to the mode of B s π of X(5568). At the primary interaction point, the production of kaon is one order smaller than that of pion.
The width of a resonant state is important for measurement. If its width is too broad, it may not be signaled above the background. In the large N c limit of QCD, the widths of compact tetraquark states are narrow scale as 1/N c [15] [16] [17] . The strong decays of a tetraquark state requires quark exchange from the color-antitriplet diquark to be a color-singlet meson. Thus the width of a tetraquark state would be narrow. On the contrary, a state of molecule can directly strongly decay into final states, with an expected wider width.
The production are similar to that of the belowthreshold state, as we are always discussing the ground state of bsūd . The branching fractions of the strong decay modes
Considering the relations of branching fractions in (3), it can be expected that the events in the case of above threshold are similar to the discussions on the belowthreshold one, with just a difference of a factor of two, but the same order. Then we still have hundreds of events, but with a larger background. Thus a discovery of the above-threshold state may need the full data of LHCb RUN 2. If no significant signal is observed, it would con- strain the following ratio of
MASS OF bsūd
There are too many models to calculate the hadron masses. Even in one model, large ambiguity can still be expected due to the quark masses and effective couplings which are actually situation dependent. Here we will not try to predict the mass of the bsūd state with higher precision, but study it in two models and SU (3) symmetry for a glance on this state. To be more clear, as no tetraquark state is established so far, the bsūd mass can only be determined by experiments. What we will show is that there is still possibility of the existence of bsūd below threshold, and it is worth to search for it.
Firstly, if X(5568) exists, bsūd is its partner under the SU (3) symmetry, and their masses should be close to each other. Even considering the SU (3) breaking effect, T − bs is still stable because X(5568) is 200 MeV lower than the BK threshold and a SU (3) breaking effect in the spin-spin interaction may not cause such difference.
Secondly, we use two models to calculate the mass of the bsūd state. Model-I is the tetraquark picture in the diquark-antidiquark scheme described by the effective Hamiltonian [18] 
where m is the constituent mass of the (anti)diquark, i, j denotes the quark components, S represents the spin of the (anti)quark, and κ is the spin-spin coupling. This model has been widely and successfully used in the understanding of hidden bottom and hidden charm exotic states. The relevant values of masses and couplings are used as in [18, 19] , shown in Table I Model-II is a simple quark model including the hyperfine interactions and binding energies [6, 20] . The mass of T − bs is simply the sum of these contributions,
where the subscript b denotes the masses are obtained in the baryon systems, a and a bs describe the hyperfine interactions, and B(bs) is the binding between b and s quarks. The values of quark masses, hyperfine interaction terms and the bindings are taken from [20] , and listed in Table II . The above prediction on the mass is much higher than the threshold. There is a large gap between the predictions in (6) and (7), both corresponding to the red point in Fig. 1 . The mass is expected to be larger than the B s π threshold. The smallness of the pion mass results from the feature of pion as the Goldstone particles of the chiral symmetry and its slight breaking, while the tetraquark is not the case and should be understood by the ordinary quark model.
csūd TETRAQUARK
The above analysis on the bsūd state can be easily generalized into the csūd state, named as T 0 cs . Firstly, the masses predicted in the two models using the values of parameters in Tables. I and II 
If T 0 cs exists below the DK threshold, it weakly decays into K + K + π − π − . But its lifetime has to be calculated carefully. Unlike T − bs , the heavy quark expansion does not work well in the charm system. If T 0 cs exists above the threshold, it strongly decays into
The product of the production cross section and the decaying branching fractions of T 0 cs is expected to be two or three orders of magnitude larger than that of T 
SUMMARY
We find the bsūd state is a promising detectable tetraquark state. Benefited from its higher threshold, it has large mass region to be stable and decay weakly. A state observed via weak decays would signal the existence of tetraquark structure. Besides, its longer lifetime makes it easier to be measured with the rejection of background. The observation of bsūd in the weak decay mode is also a benchmark of the existence of X(5568). If it measures with null result, it would also be important to constrain the lower limit of the mass of tetraquarks. The csūd state has similar features.
